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Abstract
We study zerofree sequences in groups with rank two which allows to determine Davenport’s
constant of special groups with rank three. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a nite abelian group. Then Davenport’s constant D(G) is dened as the
smallest integer d 2 N such that every sequence S in G with length jSj>d contains
a subsequence with sum zero. Davenport’s constant is a central invariant in zero sum
theory. For its signicance and some historical comments the reader is referred to
[1,5,6].
Although D(G) has been studied in the literature for more than 30 years, its precise
value is known only in very special cases. To be more precise, suppose G = Cn1 
  Cnr with 1<n1j    jnr . Then r=r(G) is called the rank of G and dene M (G)=
1 +
Pr
i=1(ni − 1). It is an easy observation that M (G)6D(G), and among others the
following has been proved:
1. If G is either a p-group or has rank r(G)62, then M (G) = D(G) (cf. [21,22,7]).
2. For every r>4, there are innitely many groups G with rank r such that M (G)<
D(G) (cf. [18]).
The following problem was rst tackled by van Emde Boas but is still wide open:
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Problem. Does M (G) = D(G) hold for all nite abelian groups with rank 3?
Apart from the results stated in 1. and 2. there are various series of groups satisfying
either M (G) = D(G) or M (G)<D(G). However, we still have no insight in the
phenomenon M (G)=D(G) resp. M (G)<D(G) i.e., there is no satisfactory explanation
why this or that case happens.
In [7] van Emde Boas introduced an invariant (G) (dealing with the structure
of (S) for long zerofree sequences S, cf. Denition 3.2) and proved results of the
following type: if D(H) = (H) + 2 for certain subgroups H (mainly with rank two)
of given groups G (with rank three), then M (G) = D(G) (cf. section three).
In this note we continue his work. In our main result (Theorem 5.2) we show that
D(G)= (G)+2 holds for a large class of groups G with rank two. Together with the
results mentionend in section three, Theorem 5.2 can be used to show up many new
series of groups G satisfying M (G) = D(G). However, this will not be carried out in
detail.
In Section 4 we carefully analyse various structural properties for sequences in groups
with rank two (needed in the proof of our main result, but not only there) and discuss
their interdependence. All these structural investigations and more information about
the invariant (G) (resp. about the structure of (S) for long zerofree sequences S)
will provide insight in the phenomenon M (G)=D(G) whence the invariant (G) is of
great interest apart from immediate consequences for the Davenport constant of groups
with rank three.
2. Notations
Let N denote the positive integers, PN the set of prime numbers and for every
n 2 N let Cn denote the cyclic group with n elements.
Let G be an additively written, nite abelian group. If G is non-trivial, then
G = Cn1      Cnr with 1<n1j    jnr where nr = exp(G) is the exponent of G and
r = r(G) is the rank of G. As in [15], we use multiplicative notation for sequences
in G. To give a precise denition, a sequence S (in G) is simply an element of the
free abelian monoid F(G) with basis G, and S will be written in the form
S =
lY
i=1
gi =
Y
g2G
gvg(S) 2F(G);
where vg(S) 2 N0 is called the multiplicity of g in the sequence S. As usual, we call
jSj= l=
X
g2G
vg(S) 2 N0;
the length of S and
(S) =
lX
i=1
gi =
X
g2G
vg(S)g 2 G;
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the sum (of the elements) of S. A sequence T is called a subsequence of S, if there
exists some sequence T 0 2 F(G) such that S = TT 0 (equivalently, vg(T )6vg(S) for
every g 2 G). We say that sequences T1; : : : ; Tk are disjoint subsequences of S, if their
product
Qk
i=1 Ti is a subsequence of S. The unit element 1 =
Q
g2G g
0 of F(G) is
called the empty sequence. Furthermore, let
(S) =
(X
i2I
gi j ; 6= I f1; : : : ; lg
)
= f(T ) j 1 6= T is a subsequence of SgG;
denote the set of sums of non-empty subsequences of S. We say, that the sequence S
is
zerofree, if 0 62 (S),
a zero sequence, if (S) = 0,
a minimal zero sequence, if it is a zero sequence and each proper subsequence is
zerofree,
a short zero sequence, if it is a zero sequence with length 16jSj6exp(G).
By denition of D(G) it follows that the maximal length of a zerofree sequence
equals D(G)− 1 (for this and other basic facts we refer to [15]). Every group homo-
morphism ’ : G ! H extends to a homomorphism ’ : F(G) ! F(H) mapping a
sequence S =
Ql
i=1 gi to ’(S) =
Ql
i=1 ’(gi).
3. On (G ) and its relationship to D(G )
In this section we dene (G), the key invariant in this paper, and summarize its
main properties.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a nite abelian group. If S 2 F(G) is a zerofree sequence
with jSj= D(G)− 1; then (S) = G n f0g.
Proof. Suppose S=
Ql
i=1 gi is a zerofree sequence of maximal length jSj=l=D(G)−1.
Assume to the contrary, that there is some 0 6= g 2 G n(S). Then −g S is a zerofree
sequence of length D(G), a contradiction.
Denition 3.2. Let G be a nite abelian group.
1. If S is a sequence in G, then every element which is not in (S)[ f0g is called a
hole of S.
2. Let (G) denote the smallest integer  2 N0 such that every zerofree sequence S in G
with jSj> has all its holes in some proper coset of G, i.e., Gn((S)[f0g) a+H
for some proper subgroup H G and some a 2 G n H .
Note that, (C1) = (C2) = 0.
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Lemma 3.3. Let G be a nite abelian group. Then (G) + 16D(G)6(G) + 2.
Proof. To verify that (G)6D(G) − 1, let S be a zerofree sequence with length
jSj= D(G)− 1. By Lemma 3.1 S has no holes whence we are done.
To prove the right inequality, let S=g1g2T 2F(G) be a sequence with jSj=jT j+2=
(G)+2. We have to verify that S is not zerofree. If either g1T or g2T is not zerofree,
then S is not zerofree and we are done. Suppose now that g1T and g2T and hence T
are zerofree. Then there exists some proper subgroup H G and some h 2 G nH such
that all holes of T are contained in the coset h + H . Since giT is zerofree, −gi is a
hole of T whence −gi 2 h+ H for 16i62. Therefore, −g1 − g2 2 2h+ H 6= h+ H
which implies that −g1 − g2 is not a hole of T and whence S is not zerofree.
The following result is due to van Emde Boas (cf. [7, Proposition 1:19 and
Theorem 2:8]).
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a nite abelian group. If G is either cyclic or a p-group;
then D(G) = (G) + 2.
Apart from the above result very little is known about (G). In Theorem 5.2 we
shall prove that D(G) = (G) + 2 for a large class of groups with rank two and we
would like to make the following conjecture:
Conjecture. D(G) = (G) + 2 for every non-trivial nite abelian group G.
The invariant (G) was introduced by van Emde Boas in order to study Davenport’s
constant of groups with rank three. His method is as follows:
1. He proves a variety of results of the following type (we cite Corollary 4:5 from
[7] to have an example which is easy to formulate, but see also [8]):
If D(H) = (H) + 2 for H = Cn1  Cn2 with 1<n1 j n2, then M (G) = D(G) for
G = C2  C2n1  C2n2 .
2. Study (H) for groups H with rank two.
All results on Davenport’s constant of groups with rank three listed in [7] and in
[8] are achieved by this method. Thus 1. and our Theorem 5.2 largely extends the old
list consisting of groups G with rank three for which M (G) = D(G) holds. However,
we prefer to stress the structural aspect of this procedure and do not explicitely give
a new list.
4. On the structure of sequences in groups with rank two
We start with the denition of two invariants which play a key role in zero sum
theory. Both invariants appear in the literature for more than thirty years and have
already been studied by Erdos, Olson et al.
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Denition 4.1. Let G be a nite abelian group.
1. Let (G) denote the smallest integer  2 N such that every sequence S 2F(G)
with jSj> contains a short zero subsequence.
2. Let s(G) denote the smallest integer s 2 N such that every sequence S 2F(G) with
jSj>s contains a zero subsequence S 0 with jS 0j= exp(G).
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a nite abelian group and n 2 N+. Then we have
1. (Erd}os{Ginzburg{Ziv theorem) s(Cn) = 2n− 1;
2. s(G)6jGj+ exp(G)− 1;
3. s(Cn  Cn)66n− 5:
Proof. 1. was rst proved by Erd}os et al. in [10]. For a variety of dierent proofs of
1. and for 3. cf. [2]. 2. is due to Gao and Yang [16].
Theorem 4.3. If G = Cm  Cn with 1<m j n; then s(G)62n+ 4m− 5.
Proof. Let S 2F(G) be a sequence with length jSj=2n+4m− 5. We have to show
that S contains a zero subsequence of length n.
Let ’ : G ! Cm  Cm denote the homomorphism which is the identity on the rst
component and the canonical epimorphism in the second component. Then we consider
the exact sequence
0! ker(’) ,! Cm  Cn ’!C2m ! 0;
where ker(’) = Cn=m.
Since
2n+ 4m− 5 = (2n=m− 2)m+ 6m− 5 and s(Cm  Cm)66m− 5;
there are 2(n=m) − 1 disjoint subsequences S1; : : : ; S2n=m−1 of S with jSij = m and
(’(Si)) = 0 2 ’(G), for 16i62(n=m)− 1. Therefore,
2(n=m)−1Y
i=1
(Si) 2F(ker(’))
is a sequence in ker(’) = Cn=m. Since s(Cn=m) = 2n=m − 1, there exists some ; 6=
I f1; : : : ; 2n=m− 1g with jI j= n=m such that Qi2I (Si) is a zerosequence in ker(’).
Therefore,
Q
i2I Si is a subsequence of S with sum zero and with length
Y
i2I
Si
=
X
i2I
jSij= jI j  m= n= exp(G):
Lemma 4.4. If G = Cn  Cn; then (G) = 3n− 2.
Proof. This result goes back to Olson and van Emde Boas. For a proof in the present
terminology cf. [15, Lemma 4.4].
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Lemma 4.5. Let 26n 2 N and suppose D(C3n) = 3n − 2. Then every zero sequence
S in Cn  Cn with jSj>2n contains a short zero subsequence.
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 7 in [13].
After these preparations we come to the main part of this section. We discuss several
structural properties of sequences in Cn  Cn.
Denition 4.6. We say that a positive integer n 2 N satises
1. Property B, if every minimal zero sequence S 2F(CnCn) of length jSj=2n− 1
contains some element n− 1 times.
2. Property C, if every sequence S 2F(CnCn) of length jSj=3n−3, which contains
no short zero subsequence, has the form
S = an−1bn−1cn−1
for some a; b; c 2 Cn  Cn.
3. Property D, if every sequence S = an−1bn−1
Qn−1
i=1 ci 2F(Cn Cn), which contains
no short zero subsequence, satises c1 =   = cn−1.
In [7] van Emde Boas introduced a property which is formally weaker than
Property C. The following lemma shows that the van Emde Boas Property and
Property C are equivalent for all n 2 N with D(C3n) = 3n− 2, which of course is true
for prime powers.
Lemma 4.7. For every n 2 N with D(C3n) = 3n− 2 the following are equivalent:
1. n satises Property C.
2. Every sequence S 2 F(Cn  Cn) of length jSj = 3n − 3; which contains no short
zero subsequence and for which each zero subsequence is minimal; has the form
S = an−1bn−1cn−1 for some a; b; c 2 Cn  Cn.
Proof. By denition, 1. implies 2. To prove the converse, let S 2 F(Cn  Cn) be a
sequence of length jSj= 3n− 3 which contains no short zero subsequence. If we can
verify that every zero subsequence of S is minimal, then we are done. Let T be a zero
subsequence of S. Since T contains no short zero subsequence, Lemma 4.5 implies
that jT j62n−1. Assume T =T1T2 with zero sequences T1; T2, then minfjT1j; jT2jg6n
and either T1 or T2 is a short zero subsequence of S, a contradiction. Thus T is a
minimal zero sequence.
Next, we list what is already known about Properties B{D.
1. Every prime satisfying Property B also satises Property C (cf. [15, Theorem 10:7]).
Furthermore, the primes 2, 3, 5, 7 and 11 have Property B.
2. Every integer satisfying Property C also has Property D, which is clear by denition.
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3. All primes less than or equal to 23 have Property D (cf. [12]).
4. Property C is multiplicative in the following sense: if two integers n1; n2 2 N both
satisfy Property C, then the same is true for their product n1n2 (cf. [14]).
We end this section with the following conjecture:
Conjecture. Every positive integer n 2 N satises Property B.
These Properties B{D play a key role in the investigation of the  invariant for
groups of rank two. Since the above conjecture concerning Property B seems to be
very deep, we are going to work with Property D in the following section. Furthermore,
for explicit given small primes Property D is much simpler to verify than Property C.
5. On (G ) for groups G with rank two
We shall use the following technical lemma which is due to van Emde Boas (cf.
[7, Lemma 5:3]).
Lemma 5.1. Let G=C2pQ for some nite abelian group Q and some prime p 2 P.
Let 1 (resp. 2) denote the canonical projection on C2p (resp. on Q). Let S 2F(G)
be a sequence of length jSj= 3p− 3 having the following properties:
1. 1(S) = ap−1bp−1cp−1 for some a; b; c 2 C2p.
2. 1(S) does not contain a short zero subsequence.
3. There exists some t 2 Q n f0g such that for every subsequence T of S we have if
(1(T )) = 0; then (2(T )) = t.
Then there exists a proper coset x + N C2p with x 62 N / C2p such that for any
non-zero y 2 C2p n (x+N ) there exists two subsequences T1; T2 of S with (1(T1))=
(1(T2)) = y and (2(T1)) 6= (2(T2)).
Here comes the main result of this paper.
Theorem 5.2. Let H = Cn1  Cn2 with 1<n1 j n2 and D(H) = (H) + 2. Let m 2 N
be a positive integer such that every odd prime divisor p of m satises Property D
and (p− 4)n1 − n2 + 3>(p− 1)2(p2 − 2).
Then D(G) = (G) + 2 for G = Cn1m  Cn2m.
Proof. Obviously it suces to prove the assertion for m prime, because the general case
follows by induction on the number of prime divisors of m. Let G=Cn1pCn2p for some
prime p satisfying Property D and if p> 2, then (p−4)n1−n2+3>(p−1)2(p2−2).
Lemma 3.3 implies that D(G)6(G)+2 whence we have to show that (G)6D(G)−2.
Let S 2F(G) be a zerofree sequence with length
jSj= D(G)− 2 =M (G)− 2 = pn1 + pn2 − 3 = (n1 + n2 − 3)p+ (3p− 3):
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We are going to prove that all holes of S are contained in some proper coset of G.
By denition, this implies (G)6D(G)− 2 and the theorem follows. If ’ :G ! G=H
denotes the canonical epimorphism, then ker(’) = H and G=H = CpCp. We identify
these groups and consider the exact sequence
0! H ,! G ’!Cp  Cp ! 0:
Let l be maximal such that S may be written in the form
S = S0
lY
i=1
Si;
where ’(S1); : : : ; ’(Sl) 2F(CpCp) are short zero subsequences of ’(S). Since l is
maximal, (Cp  Cp) = 3p− 2 and
j’(S)j= jSj= (n1 + n2 − 3)p+ (3p− 3);
it follows that l>n1 + n2 − 3. Since the sequences ’(Si) for 16i6l have sum zero,
we have
0 = (’(Si)) = ’((Si));
whence
T =
lY
i=1
(Si)
is a sequence in ker(’) = H . Furthermore, since S is zerofree, the sequence T is
zerofree which implies
l= jT j6D(H)− 1 = n1 + n2 − 2:
Therefore, we obtain l 2 fn1+n2−2; n1+n2−3g and we treat the two cases separately.
Case 1: l= n1 + n2 − 2.
Then T is a zerofree sequence in H with length jT j = D(H) − 1. Therefore, by
Lemma 3.1 we have (T ) [ f0g=H and ’(S0) is zerofree in Cp  Cp. Thus we get
jS0j= j’(S0)j6D(Cp  Cp)− 1 = 2p− 2
and
jS0j= jSj −
lX
i=1
jSij>(n1 + n2 − 3)p+ (3p− 3)− (n1 + n2 − 2)p= 2p− 3:
Since by Theorem 3.4 (Cp Cp) =D(Cp Cp)− 2 = 2p− 3, all holes of ’(S0) are
contained in some proper coset of Cp  Cp, say
(Cp  Cp) n ((’(S0)) [ f0g) x + N; with x 2 Cp  Cp n N;
whence
(’(S0)) [ f0gCp  Cp n (x + N ):
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Therefore, we obtain that
(S) [ f0g 
 

 
lY
i=1
Si
!
[ f0g
!
+ ((S0) [ f0g)
 ((T ) [ f0g) + ((S0) [ f0g)
=H + ((S0) [ f0g):
We assert that
H + ((S0) [ f0g)G n (x0 + ’−1(N ))
for some x0 2 ’−1(x) which implies that
G n ((S) [ f0g) x0 + ’−1(N )
and we are done. Choose some g 2 G n (x0+’−1(N )). Then g 62 x0+’−1(N ) whence
’(g) 2 Cp  Cp n (x + N )(’(S0)) [ f0g:
For ’(g)=0 the assertion follows. Otherwise there is some subsequence S 0 of S0 with
’(g)= (’(S 0))=’((S 0)). Thus g− (S 0) 2 ker(’)=H and the assertion is proved.
Case 2: l= n1 + n2 − 3.
Then S = S0
Qn1+n2−3
i=1 Si and
jS0j= jSj −
lX
i=1
jSij>(n1 + n2 − 3)p+ (3p− 3)− (n1 + n2 − 3)p= 3p− 3:
Since l is maximal, ’(S0) does not contain a short zero subsequence. Since
(Cp  Cp) = 3p− 2, it follows that jS0j= 3p− 3.
We assert that all short zero subsequences of ’(S) have length p. Assume to the
contrary, that ’(S) = XY where Y is a short zero sequence with length jY j6p − 1.
Then
jX j = jSj − jY j= pn1 + pn2 − 3− jY j
>pn1 + pn2 − 3− (p− 1)
= (n1 + n2 − 4)p+ (3p− 2);
whence X has (n1 + n2 − 3) disjoint short zero subsequences. Thus ’(S) has
(n1 + n2 − 3) + 1 disjoint short zero subsequences, a contradiction to the maximality
of l.
Assertion. S has a representation of the form
S = S0
lY
i=1
Si ;
where ’(Si ) are short zero subsequences of ’(S) for i = 1; : : : ; l and ’(S

0 ) =
ap−1bp−1
Qp−1
i=1 ci.
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Proof of the assertion. For p = 2 the assertion is obvious. Hence we suppose p>3
and
’(S) =
Y
i=1
akii
for pairwise distinct a1; : : : ; a and with k1>   >k>1. Set a = a1; b = b1 and
U =
Q
i=3 a
ki
i .
Step 1: We show that k1>p(p− 1) and k2>(p− 1)2.
Since 6jCp  Cp n f0gj= p2 − 1, we infer that
k1>
jSj

>
jSj
p2 − 1 =
pn1 + pn2 − 3
p2 − 1
>
2[(p− 4)n1 − n2 + 3]
p2 − 1 >
2(p− 1)2(p2 − 2)
p2 − 1 >p(p− 1):
Next, we assert that k16(p − 1)n2 + s(H) − 1. Assume to the contrary that
k1>(p− 1)n2 + s(H). Suppose
Sa =
k1Y
j=1
(+ j) 2F(G)
is a subsequence of S with ’() = a; j 2 H whence ’(Sa) = ak1 2F(Cp  Cp). By
denition of s(H) there exist p disjoint subsequences of
Qk1
j=1 j of length exp(H)=n2
with sum zero, say Bj =
Q
i2Ij i with jIjj= n2 for 16j6p and
Sp
j=1 Ij f1; : : : ; k1g.
Since pn2  = exp(G)= 0, the sequence
pY
j=1
Y
i2Ij
(+ i)
is a zero subsequence of S, a contradiction.
Using Theorem 4.3 we infer that
k2>
jSj − k1
− 1 >
jSj − (p− 1)n2 − s(H) + 1
p2 − 2
>
jSj − (p− 1)n2 − (2n2 + 4n1 − 5) + 1
p2 − 2
>
pn1 + pn2 − 3− (p− 1)n2 − (2n2 + 4n1 − 5) + 1
p2 − 2 >(p− 1)
2;
where the nal inequality is guaranteed by the assumption of the theorem.
Step 2: Let t be maximal such that U =
Q
i=3 a
ki
i may be written in the form
U = U0U1 : : : Ut ;
where U1; : : : ; Ut are short zero subsequences and U0 does not contain a short zero
subsequence. Then jU0j6(Cp  Cp) − 1 = 3p − 3. Suppose jU0j>2p − 1. Then
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U0a3p−2−jU0j contains a short zero subsequence Ut+1 with a jUt+1. Thus we obtain
that
’(S) = ak1bk2U0U1 : : : Ut
= ak
0
1bk2U 00U1 : : : UtUt+1;
where k 01>k1 − (p− 1)>(p− 1)2 and U 00 is a subsequence of U0 with
jU 00j6jU0j+ (3p− 2− jU0j)− jUt+1j= 2p− 2:
Step 3: By the previous considerations we obtain that ’(S) may be written in the
form
’(S) = al1bl2V0V1 : : : V ;
where V1; : : : ; V are short zero subsequences, jV0j62p − 2; l1>(p − 1)2 and
l2>(p− 1)2.
If jV0j>p, we show how to obtain a representation of the same form as above with
some V 00 satisfying jV 00j6jV0j−1. Suppose jV0j>p. Then ap−1bp−1V0 contains a short
zero subsequence V +1 and
’(S) = al1bl2V0V1 : : : V 
= al
0
1bl
0
2V 00V1 : : : V V +1
with jV 00j6jV0j − 162p− 3,
l01>l1 − (p− 1)>(p− 1)2 − (p− 1) = (p− 2)(p− 1)
and similarly l02>(p− 2)(p− 1).
After applying this argument (p−1)-times at most and changing notation if necessary
we obtain that
’(S) = al1bl2V0V1 : : : V ;
where V1; : : : ; V are short zero subseqences and jV0j6p − 1. We set l1 = lap + ra;
l2 = lbp+ rb with 06ra; rb6p− 1; V 0 = arabrbV0 and have
’(S) = V 0  (ap)la(bp)lbV1 : : : V :
Thus ’(S) has la + lb +  disjoint short zero subsequences whence la + lb +  6l by
denition of l.
For the length of V 0 we obtain
3p− 3> jV 0 j= j’(S)j − (la + lb +  )p
> jSj − lp
= (pn1 + pn2 − 3)− (n1 + n2 − 3)p= 3p− 3:
This implies that
V 0 = a
p−1bp−1V0
has length 3p− 3 and the assertion is proved.
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By the assertion, we may write S in the form
S = S0
n1+n2−3Y
i=1
Si;
where ’(Si) are short zero subsequences of ’(S) with length j’(Si)j = p for 16i6
n1 + n2 − 3 and ’(S0) = ap−1bp−1
Qp−1
i=1 ci does not contain a short zero subsequence.
Now Property D implies that c1 =   = cp−1 = c. Recall that T =
Qn1+n2+3
i=1 (Si) is a
sequence in H and
jT j= n1 + n2 − 3 = D(H)− 2 = (H);
by assumption. Therefore, all holes of T are contained in some proper coset z + N of
H with z 62 N/H . We set S0=
Q3p−3
i=1 gi and want to apply Lemma 5.1 to the sequence
V =
3p−3Y
i=1
(’(gi); gi + N );
in the group (Cp  Cp)  G=N . Obviously, assumption 1. and 2. are fullled and we
assert that assumption 3. is satised with −z + N 2 G=N nf0g.
Assume to the contrary, that there is a subsequence W of S0 such that ’(W ) has
sum zero and (W ) + N 6= −z + N . Thus −(W ) 62 z + N , whence −(W ) is not a
hole of T . This implies that (W )  T is not zerofree and hence S is not zerofree, a
contradiction.
Thus by Lemma 5.1 there exists a proper coset x + N 0C2p with x 62 N 0 / C2p such
that for any non-zero y 2 C2p n (x+N 0) there exist two subsequences T1; T2 of S0 such
that (’(T1)) = (’(T2)) = y and (T1) + N 0 6= (T2) + N 0. Finally, we assert that
(S) [ f0gG n (’−1(x + N 0));
which ends the proof of Case 2 and of the whole theorem.
Choose z 2 G n (’−1(x + N 0)). Then ’(z) 62 x + N 0.
First suppose that ’(z) = 0. Then z 2 ker(’) = H . If z = 0, then z 2 (S) [ f0g.
Let U be a subsequence of S0 such that ’(U ) has sum zero. Then (U ) 2 H and
(U )  T 2F(H) is zerofree since S is zerofree.
Furthermore, we have
j(U )  T j= n1 + n2 − 1 = D(H)− 1;
whence
z 2 H nf0g= ((U )  T )(S):
Suppose now that ’(z) = y 6= 0. Let T1; T2 be subsequences of S0 with
(’(T1)) = (’(T2)) = y and (T1) + N 0 6= (T2) + N 0. Therefore for 16i62;
’((Ti)) = ’(z) and z − (Ti) 2 ker(’) = H , and
(z − (T1))− (z − (T2)) = (T2)− (T1) 62 N 0:
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Thus there is some i 2 f1; 2g such that z − (Ti) 62 (z + N 0), whence z − (Ti) is not
a whole of T but
z − (Ti) 2 (T ) [ f0g:
Therefore,
z 2 (Ti) + ((T ) [ f0g)(S0) + ((T ) [ f0g)(S) [ f0g:
6. For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: [3,4,9,11,17,19,20].
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